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Abstract : The kinematics and theoretical predictions for 
inelastic lepton-proton scattering off polarized targets are 
briefly reviewed, The Bjorken limit of this pro�ess provides 
stringent tests of parton and light cone ideas while the Regge 
limit exposes some of the more obscure parts of J plane fol­
klore, 
Resume : Les predictions d'ordre cinematique et theorique 
pour la diffusion inelastique lepton-proton sur ciblea pola­
risees sont brievement resumees, La limite de-Bjorken pour 
ces reactions permet d1obtenir des tests precis pour.lea 
considerations fondees sur l' existence de partons. ou l' im­
portance du c8ne de lumiere alors que la limite de Regge 
permet d1atteindre des aspects moin13 connus de la geographie 





Consider the process l) 
e + p - e' + unobserved hadrons 
In the l·imi t j) , Q2 - a> with x = Q2 /2Mi) fixed, we expect to see 
Bjerken scaling : i.e. , the virtual photon is interacting with point� 
like constituents in the nucleon. From the smallness of the ratio 
R = �r/�T' we suspect that they have spin f. Can we find out more 
about their spin properties ? We shall see that while F1 ( x) measures 
the .!!l!:! of two parton distributions, there is a new scaling function 
that measures the difference (see Fig. 1) 
and 
Proton 
F. Cx} = t � �� t f�C1<) + t,•cx.>] 








proton and parton 
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FIG.1 
Before looking at the interesting predictions for g1 we must run through 
some preliminary kinematics. We will find out that to observe these new 
effects one must also use a polarized lepton beam. Hence the advantage. 
of muon beams wh'ich are polarized with no effort I Thus experiments at 
SLAC with a polarized electron beam, and experiments at the new accele­
rators with muon beams must give us new information on the nature of the 
proton and the origin of scaling. 
KINEMATICS 
1) - Unpolarized 
We are concerned with the reaction e + p � e• + � where only 
the final state electron is observed. So far experiments have only been 
performed using unpolarized targets and beams. To describe the process 
we assume that the interaction takes place by single photon exchange 
( Fig. 2) 
e e' 
q FlG.2 
The amplitude may then be written 
It is assumed that the electron vertex is well-described by the Feynman 
rules (u, u are the usual Dirac spinors and //" the Dirac matrices) . 
In the cross-section for our inclusive reaction we take I T l 2 and sum 
over x. By virtue of our assumed one-photon exchange, the cross-section 
factorizes into a lepton tensor and a hadron tensor 




L /"'V is given by the usual trace techniques and all information about the 
proton resides in W!'y • Since we have summed over all hadronic final states 
and are using unpolarized particles, the only available four-vectors and ten-
sors from which to construct the tensor character of WI"'� are 
and 
We must satisfy two conditions 
( i) current conservation 
•O 
(ii) PT invariance 
Invariance under the combined operations of parity and time rever­




•,., = w� 
This rules out the antisymmetric tensor f,JA'lltA./J ( since 
f:y/A",. 
by definition) . We find just two possible tensors 
structure functions may depend on both 
manner. The cross-section is 
P.q = o. In general the two­
\) and Q2 in a non-trivial 
in the usual notation. Bjorken predicted 2) that as \) and Q2 became 
large with their ratio x 
= 
Q2/2M\) fixed the structure functions should 
scale - i. e. , become functions only of x. 
MW. ltJ, Ql) 
l> W1 l\1, Qt) 
This prediction seems to be borne out by the SLAG experiments for a large 
range of \) and Q2 3) 
2) - Polarized 
We consider the same process but with a polarized proton target 4) 
This is characterized by a polarization pseudo-vector where 
s.p 0 and -1 
so that in the rest frame reduces to the usual space-like three-vector 
polarization. In constructing tensors we now have s/"" to play with as well. 
Since this is a pseudovector (like spin � rAR) we expect that we will need 
th<r pseudotensor i;}AY!//..,. . This is just the generalization of E:ij\k to 
four dimensions [2f. (.'!!,I\ 11.)i = f:ijk ajbk]. What are the tensors for 
W 
l'"°'
(p,q, s) ? Again we have restrictions : 
(i) PT invariance 
If we split up WI"� (p, q,s) into symmetric and antisymmetric 
pieces under r ... i> interchange 
= 
then from PT invariance we find that 
(characterized by the 
s can only appear in 
spin averaged structure functions 
W [A] since 
J"Y t.Al Cf\1 w"'., Cs.) • - WI"., t-s) 
(ii) current conservation 
Q.,. Cfll  y Cf\) ' w,,.-1 = � W,..v • 0 





These are in fact the only two independent combinations and 
Bjerken 5) defined the two new structure functions as 
°'1 w,.., = "'?Yttjl��S� G-,(\lJQ�) 
+ � E-.1"""',. «\-et [ (p.')� - (S·') �] G-2(v,tf) 
It is easy to see that we have the correct number of structure functions 
from a count of helicity amplitudes T for forward virtual Compton scatter­
ing IP � fP, whose absorptive parts are measured in deep inelastic scat­
tering. We have (in an obvious notation) 
IM T (o ''i. -.. 0112) = (l -9.,./0;1)W1 -W1 
!MT ( 0-1� � l +1'1) • Jio;a. ft'\ (fr,+ \)/M Cs-a.1 
All other amplitudes are related to these by parity and time-�eversal in­
variance [};ime reversal relates T (O-f � 1+f) to T(1tf � 0-f) : without 
it, we would have another independent structure functioii] . From the heli­
city amplitudes, one can quickly read off the positivity prop'erties 4) of 
G1 and G2• We have 
which involve w1 and w2, and 
-r..,. ,.._ L... Tl 0-1� ... I +ft) 
which involve G1 and G2• The positivity conditions are 
and a Schwarz type inequality 
w):;ich leads to 
w, �o 
(l-'11/'2)Wi.-W1 � 0 
W1 � I� M(r, -Q'lCsa I 
To observe the spin-dependent structure functions one must use polarized 
leptons in order to have an antisymmetric piece in the lepton tensor LJ"'I> • 
Furthermore, unless the leptons are longitudinally polarized (in helicity 
states) the whole effect will be proportional to the lepton mass. The two 
independent asymmetries are : 
(1) proton polarized parallel and antiparallel to the lepton beam 
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(2) proton pQlarized perpendicular to the lepton beam 
Any spin component normal to the scattering plane gives no effect if 
time reversal invariance is assumed 
SCALING PREDICTIONS: 
On nafve dimensional grounds we expect the scaling behaviour to be 
For these spin-dependent functions the parton model runs into some diffi­
culties. This is seen most easily by looking at helicity amplitudes 
T( 0-16..-.1+1�) 
In the parton model (see Fig. 1), the absorptive parts of these amplitudes 
are described by the photon coupling to spin f partons. In the usual treat­
ment, assuming pure �J- coupling and neglecting parton masses, the helici­
ty of the parton cannot flip. Thus one expects the second amplitude to be 
zero in leading order. The first amplitude allows the combination 
(Ml1G1 -Q
2 G2) to scale : but the vanishing of the second amplitude means 
that l)G2 must be zero in leading order - at most �
2G2 scaling is allowed. 
To do better than this in the parton approach requires � than just parton 
spin probabilities and one must also be very careful to take into account 
finite parton masses and transverse momenta. 
The more formal approach via light cone algebra avoids these dif-
ficulties. Why is the light cone relevant ? If we manipulate �· into 
the following form 
and take the Bjorken limit, it is not difficult to show 5) that we look at 
the commutator in the region of y2 O, i.e., the light cone. The parton 
model merely looks at W,.o from the momentum space point of view : propa­
gation as a free spin f parton translates into the co-ordinate space assump­
tion of the current commutator behaving like free spin f fields near y2 = O. 
If we uae quark partons, in the light cone approach ?) we can derive two 
sum rules 
the famous Bjorken sum rule 5), and S) 
' 
f �(>e) t.l.>e = 0 
0 
The verification of Bjorken•s sum rule would be a dramatic test of the whole 
quark current algebra framework. Unfortunately, it needs data on polarized 
neutrons which is certainly rather difficult I In the absence of neutron 
data many people g) have made guesses for proton and neutron separately 
(Eome based on SU (6 ), some on other assumption�. Generally one expects 
I 
(IV 0•2. ?) r c.\ttJc> Ill< )' 0 
0 
and 




But who knows ? If, for the proton, g1 (x) were negative this would 
make life very interesting : easier perhaps to explain on the basis of 
resonance contributions a la Bloom-Gilman, but difficult for Bjorken's 
sum rule and current algebra 10) 
On a very topical level, there is also a fascinating argument 
due to Crewther 11 ) whi·ch connects Tr0 � 2(, e + e
- � hadrons and the 
coefficient multiplying gA/gV in Bjorken1s sum rule. The argument 
depends on looking at the short distance behaviour of produ�ts of currents 
and leads to a relation of the form 
is related to R to the ratio S' (e+e- �hadrons)/ 
� fA + �-) and K to the Bj or ken sum rule (K = 1 is the simple 
quark parton result). The values of S and R differ according to which 
breed of quarks one·uses (coloured, Han-Nambu and so on) but one sees that 
if one takes S from experiment and R is larger than quark model predict­
ions then K must be correspondingly small 
REGGE BEHAVIOUR AND FIXED Q2 SUM RULES 
These new structure functions G1 and G2 
are also interesting 
in the Regge limit 
12), V �CD with Q2 fixed. This is because they 
test very obscure parts of Regge theory (at t = 0 for Regge poles, one 
becomes involved in such things as conspiracy and evasion) and have com­
plicated symmetry properties which decouple almost all known Regge poles. 
The leading pole trajectory is expected to be the A1, which is, to be 
kind, not too well known. In fact one expects that cuts will be the domi­
nant terms : but does one expect a Pomeron-Pomeron cut to contribute 
asymptotically for spin asymmetries ? What happens to the duality of 
resonances with Regge poles ? So one sees that even the fixed Q2 behaviour 
will be very interesting 1 The predicted Regge behaviour is as follows 
Cl(."'_, ,,, O(c...  -2 &, "- p, � + � 
9• lllO 
Q"f\l'u• "" -2 
A' 
°"*-I 
<'ra. - /!i. V I + " 
where Q(A1 
is Cl(.(o) or A1 trajectory or A1 
Pomeron cut, 
llCA1(o) � -0.1 and CIC.cut is ot(o) of the following possible cuts 
Pomeron-Pomeron Cll.(O); 1, Pomeron f or A
2 Ol(O) � 0.5. 
This behaviour means that the Drell-Hearn-Gerasimov sum rule 13) at Q2 O 
should converge, but that the Burkhardt-Cottingham 14) sum rule (Q2 Io) 
llll) 
f -a. N, Q1) 4'1 • 0 
0 
should not, and 
in the sense of 
thus its derivation is in general invalid B) (except perhaps 
finite energy sum rules as originally pointed out in Ref. 14)). 
CONCLUSION 
The structure functions G1 an
d G
2 
are very interesting objects. 
No matter what results from the experiments on unpolarized targets at NAL 
and SPS energies - whether scaling is confirmed or a violation observed -
scaling is a remarkable experimental fact at SLAC energies which demands expla­
nation. To determine whether partons, light cones, or resonance models can 
really explain the scaling, one needs the extra information contained in the 
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spin dependent structure functions. Clearly the experiments with polarized 
protons are difficult but it is important to bear in mind that any inform­
ation from such experiments must provide powerful con straints on all our 
present theoretical models. It is instructive to remember how well Regge 
cut models could describe TtN scattering until detailed polarization data 
made possible an amplitude analysis 1 5) l (see Fig. 3) 
10 Pl°lol 
-100 
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Figure 3 
EXTENDED FOOTNOTE ON QUARK PARTON MODEL AND SPIN 
Despite the difficulties of the parton model for these spin­
dependent structure functions, it is instructive in demonstrating the 
origin of the Bjerken sum rule. So in this section we ignore all the 
problems and simply set g
2 
to zero. The parton probability functions 
must now be characterized by spin labels (see Fig. 1) : f�(x) is the l. 
probability of finding the ith parton with momentum xP( t ) with pio on 
its helicity parallel to that of the proton. Similarly, fi(x) is the 
probability for parton helicity opposite to the proton's. In this nota­
tion the scaling function g1 may be written 
where Q� l. is the sg_uare of the parton charge. In the g_uark parton model 
where B, y 
we have 
t"'\� : l, g,L 
"'i I 
+ J. �· ' l 
and I3 
have the usual meaning. 
' 
n1 == { .f& lx) dK 
0 
' 
f S,tJC> tlx' = 1> 
If we define 
To see how the Bjerken sum rule arises, consider the following' argument 
The expectation value of the isospin current may be written in terms nf 





For a fast moving spin f particle, (1-+,\'5) 
projects out the component with 
positive helicity. Thus we have also 
and we arrive at 
Hence Bjorken's sum rule 
' 
-l r,.. · i 143"'�" I 
- ��. t: 1!, (or-nr) 
((!�Uc) - ��{.It)) tb � 
0 
In this parton language we can also see very easily the positivity properties 
in the scaling region. In our present approximation, R is zero and we are 
left only with 
In terms of parton distribution functions this is immediately obvious. We 
can also derive stronger positivity conditions for the spin-dependent scaling 
functions, analogous to Nachtmann1s inequalities for the spin-averaged case. 
These are most easily derived by considering the probability for a proton 
to break up into a given parton plus a remainder with given isospin or 
O. �he well-known conditions for quark parton distributions 
. 
' 
then obtainJ Obviously the same arguments hold for the polarized case 17) 
and one .can obtain inequalities like 
and so on. The general inequality is 
+ \'! ... ,"!� l · t � F.�' - �l>pJ 
+ lqb-+ ?aEf • t � f."P -t 1\�'J 
+ \'la. +lt: I· ( 4-F.�._�F."' ... �fl�"- (') 
(' ( tp h) ( fll �,1} 
-t \\+ti. t lE:. fa -t Fi -\o r. -t'i � 
The strongest inequalities are given by the set of � (-4, -f, -1, -2/3, 
-1/4). 
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